The following supplementary figures are included below (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . This includes the captions for Supplementary  Tables 1-4 and expanded text S1-3. 
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Supplementary Figure 1 : Fold increase in processing power vs. cores used in parallel. (A) Low and (B) high core counts are presented to demonstrate scaling in those environments. Large core counts results in faster analyses but have diminishing returns as the core count increases. Most of the diminishing returns are based on uneven targets with different runtimes that are more prominent as less targets are assigned per core. A 550X acceleration achieved at 1,504 cores corresponds to a 99.82% reduction in analysis run time. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 : Distribution of isotope envelope fit scores with respect to monoisotopic mass bin as calculated by inset equations. In the equations, E stands for the i-th ion from the experimental isotope profile and T stands for the i-th ion from the theoretical isotope profile. The ideal surface (A) contains modeled data to demonstrate ideal results in the absence of noise. The observed data (B and C) contains experimental isotope fit scores from a human blood serum N-glycan LC-MS dataset. Ideal situation where the high quality fit scores cluster around low scores and the distribution is independent of mass. B. Decon2LS 6 fit score distribution where score densities are spread across the fit score and mass ranges. C. Fit score distribution normalized by the number of ions in the observed distribution (N). The smoothed resulting profile has a decreased dependence on mass and clusters the scores around zero.
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Supplementary Figure 4 : Histogram of LC-MS features included in Supplementary Figure 2 that was either processed with the Normalization factor included in the fit score calculation or without. Both results were filtered to include calculated fit scores below 0.1. 
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Supplementary Figure 9 : Levenberg-Marquardt R 2 coefficient of determination of Gaussian peak shapes to the smoothed LC peak shapes from extracted ion chromatograms. The vast majority of the peaks passing the optimization criteria had high scores greater than 0.85. A. B.
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Supplementary Figure 11 : An example of the importance of including large number of points in correlation algorithms. A. Example data to correlate plotted with 100 points defining the peaks resulting in an accurate correlation of 0.50. B. Same data as A but defined with only 7 points resulting in a biased correlation of 0.83. C. Number of points required to reach a stability region for the example data in A.
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Supplementary Figure 12 : A histogram of the calculated correlation coefficients from human serum blood glycan target features that correlate with fragment features (and larger glycans with an additional monosaccharide). The curve was fit with a Pareto distribution and the 99 th percentile calculated to determine the correlation coefficient cutoff.
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Supplementary Figure 13 : A histogram of the calculated correlation scores from glycan features correlated with neighboring charge states. The curve was fit with a Pareto distribution and the 99 th percentile calculated and used for a correlation cutoff. 
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Supplementary Table Captions
Supplementary Table 1 Caption: Diagnostic Ions This table presents the information used to identify N-glycans in the high resolution (60K) CID or HCD collected on the Velos Orbitrap. A single N-glycan diagnostic ion (common in HCD) or a monosaccharide difference (common in CID) was required for a MS/MS spectrum to confirm a MS1 glycan feature.
Supplementary Table 2 Caption: Glycan Library
This table represents the glycan library used to populate the targets in GlyQ-IQ. The key columns required are the empirical Formula, Monoisotopic Mass, glycan code and a unique target ID. The glycan code corresponds to the number of monosaccharides in the target (hexose -N-Acetylhexosamine -Fucose -Neu5Ac -Adduct). For example, if a sodiated mass is to be searched, the adduct integer needs to be increased to 1 and the empirical formula is updated by removing a hydrogen and adding a sodium. In this case, the target ID is a numerical representation of the glycan code where 2 digits are reserved for each monosaccharide and adduct.
Supplementary Table 3 Caption: High Mannose Example
This table represents a subset of the full serum glycome and focuses on the high mannose series glycans as illustrated in Supplementary Figure 15 .
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Supplementary Text
Expansion: HPC Cluster Specifications (S1)
The GlyQ-IQ software was deployed on a Microsoft Windows 2012 R2 based HPC cluster with 48 nodes (+1 head node), 96x16 core sockets (2.1 GHz/core), allowing for and available 1,504 compute cores. A 2,195 glycan target list was used here for Supplemental Table 2 . Larger or smaller clusters are supported by the code: the total number of available cores being directly proportional to the number of targets that can be processed concurrently. Source data, results and archives are stored on an EMC Isilon running the OneFS file system. This disk array was comprised of 8 hosts nodes with a collective 272 spinning hard drives (SATA) and 6.4 GB of SSD providing highspeed support for servicing large numbers of files and large files alike to all of the target calculation processes simultaneously. The targets calculations are submitted to the HPC cluster as a parametric sweep job allowing the cluster software to handle the distribution of the individual target computation tasks over any / all available processor core. A plot of the runtime vs. cores is plotted Supplemental Figure 1A and 1B along with a theoretical acceleration line depicting the ideal parallel deployment. The theoretical line is based off of the single core run time. Run times per dataset generally range from 10-20 minutes (e.g. 11 minutes with 1,504 cores in our case) depending on spectra summing and number of targets.
In addition to the local HPC deployment, we also leveraged processing power from the Microsoft Windows Azure Cloud. We were able to demonstrate the scalability and robustness of the GlyQ-IQ codebase during the Global Windows Azure Boot Camp on March 29, 2014. During the event, GlyQ-IQ was deployed in the Azure Cloud on 17,000 compute instances around the world and used to process several glycomics datasets with thousands of glycan targets.
Expansion: Fit Score Modification (S2) Supplementary Figure 3 depicts several surfaces which correspond to histograms of fit scores as a function of monoisotopic mass to demonstrate the mass dependence of isotope scoring since larger masses have more ions in their isotopic envelope. Ideally, the fit score distribution topology would look like Supplementary Figure 3A where the score distribution is focused around low fit scores (high confidence) and varies independently of monoisotopic mass. The equation implemented in GlyQ-IQ was modified from the peak fit score as calculated in Decon2LS 1 (Supplementary Figure 3B) to account for a bias related to differing numbers of isotope peaks in the isotopic envelopes of low and high mass compounds. A normalization factor N, which represents the number of ions used in the fit score calculation, was added to the denominator for the fit score question as shown in Supplementary Figure  3C . Applying the normalization factor evens out the fit score distributions to provide less dependence on mass. Supplementary Figure 3B and 3C are derived from raw unfiltered experimental GlyQ-IQ features detected with and without the normalization factor that have fit scores less than 0.1.
Adding the normalization factor of N to the fit score increased the number of acceptable profiles by removing the bias larger masses had corresponding to their relatively increased number of detectable isotopes. Supplementary  Figure 4 includes a histogram of isotope fit scores with respect to monoisotopic mass and indicates increases in the detection of formerly poor fit scored higher mass features. Although the poor fit scored higher mass features could be captured by relaxing the fit score cutoff beyond 0.1 used here, the specificity will be decreased for lower masses since the discrimination ability goes down with higher more relaxed cutoff values.
Expansion: Setting Up the Correlation (S3)
Several requirements must be met prior to correlating EIC peaks in order to improve the confidence and robustness of the result. Each extracted chromatographic peak must satisfy 4 requirements: a detectable isotope profile in the mass spectra dimension (fit < 0.10), an exact mass match (less than 7 ppm RMS), a modeled peak shape with a (R value > 0.85), and an overlapping scan range for correlation common to the two peaks (at least 4 raw data points in common).
Bounding the correlation range is one parameter that needs to be addressed for correlation calculations. Underbounding (where only part of the peaks are correlated) and over-bounding (where extended baselines from each S-20 peak are included) can change the correlation score. This is addressed here by bounding the range by the largest local minima on either side of the comparison range so that neither peak is clipped. The effect of improper correlation bounding is presented in Supplementary Figure 10 where under-bounded, properly bounded with local minima and over-bounded diagrams (with corresponding correlation coefficients) are presented. For the same two sets of peaks, variations in bounding can decrease the robustness of the correlation coefficients, and can be avoided with consistent proper bounding.
Direct application of Pierson product moment correlation can be applied to raw spectra and have the benefit of not requiring the function that best represents the peak shape determined at the time of the correlation. 2 However, this method has the following three aspects that lower the robustness of the correlation coefficients calculated: interfering peaks, outliers, and under-sampling. Interfering peaks (e.g. isomers or partially coeluting species) occur when a second (or more) overlapping peak is present in one chromatogram and not the other. Overlapping (i.e. unresolved) peaks are especially common in glycomics because each glycan composition can have several isomers that are not always fully chromatographically resolved. Noise peaks or electrospray instabilities can create outlier points and decrease the robustness of the correlation coefficient as described with Anscombe's quartet. 3, 4 Sparse tracing of chromatograms due to low sampling rates can also decrease robustness of the correlation coefficients calculated by poorly representing the data. Modeling the chromatographic peak shapes before calculating the correlation coefficients alleviates these issues and improves the robustness of the coefficients calculated.
Modeling the peaks with a constant number of points ensures the R correlation values are on a consistent scale regardless with how many points are sampled in the data and their respective degree of overlap. For example, if you start with a well-defined set of peaks modeled with 100 points (as shown in Supplementary Figure 11A) and systematically re-model the peaks with less peaks (such as 7 points in Supplementary Figure 11B) , the correlation score increases as shown in Supplementary Figure 11C . The part of the curve with steepest slope (between 3 and 12 points) represents a region of under sampling and is the least predictive of the actual correlation. To avoid such under sampling, all chromatographic peaks were modeled with 100 points. 
